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Let’s Get Started
Dear Team Palladium,
We are delighted to bring Raggs to your beautiful resorts as part of the family guest experience! Together, we have crafted
an extensive program that is both planned and flexible.
You have the use of an enormous asset list including 195 episodes and 200 songs in English and Spanish! To make things
easy to find and easy to update, we have created a special Palladium-Partner online page for information such as art files,
photos, scripts, audio files and more! We suggest you download the low resolution Style Guide for a quick reference! This
site will continue to evolve and change…so please check it often.
http://www.Raggs.com/Palladium-PartnerPage
Minimal changes do not need to be approved, but any substantial changes to artwork, content or new designs must be approved by our staff. All you have to do is email your questions, a photo or description of your plans to:
Raggs.Mktg@Raggs.com
The key components to maximizing the Play at Palladium with Raggs Program are:
1) External marketing/advertising, PR initiatives and social media strategies
2) On-site marketing including the reception card, signage, videos, flyers and more
3) Mini Club & Baby Club programs and activities
4) All-inclusive events such as character appearances, Pop Up Shows and the live stage shows
5) Upgrade events (also called Reserved Events) for an extra fee include Character
Breakfasts andPido’s Disco Party (These events may change.)
6) Retail products sold at the Logo Shops and at resort events

All of us here at Blue Socks Media appreciate the opportunity
to work with you and are here to support you in executing
this program for maximum success!
Pawsuuup!

P.S.
For clarification:
Raggs is the TV series.
Raggs is the brand.
Raggs is the main character.
group.
Band is the singing & touring
The Raggs Band The Raggs
er.
own
IP
and
y
pan
operating com
Blue Socks Media LLC is the
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lntroduction
Brand Overview
Raggs is the new hit children’s television series that stems from the touring success of The Raggs Band. The band has established a global following with more than 4,000 live performances. Today, Raggs boasts one of the largest productions of a
children’s television series in the world.
In the TV series, the canine characters—Raggs, Trilby, Pido, B. Max
and Razzles—play in a rock ‘n’ roll band known as The Raggs Band,
and live together in a clubhouse with their wisecracking pet cat. Raggs
utilizes exceptional original music and an innovative segment approach to promote preschool educational themes for ages 3-6.
The most exciting component of Raggs is the music, with over 200
original rockin’ songs. Overflowing crowds at the live concerts demonstrate the magical energy of these characters, which results in everyone dancing and singing along to Raggs songs!

About the TV Series
Raggs stars five colorful canine characters and their wisecracking pet cat, Dumpster, who hang together in their own cool
clubhouse. However, Raggs and his friends are not your average canines – they’re also talented musicians and together make
great rock ’n’ roll music as The Raggs Band.
Each episode follows the band through engaging, emotional and humorous stories that rock the house and explore issues
faced by real kids. The characters’ chemistry and friendship is immediately evident as they work through a series of creative
and often humorous steps to find a successful conclusion to everyday challenges.
Music is an integral part of this fast-paced show and provides a hook to engage young viewers as the band goes from one
adventure to the next. Each program is based on one main theme that promotes social and academic readiness while also
addressing specific preschool curriculum topics such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emergent literacy
Visual arts
Science and discovery
Mathematics
Social studies
Movement, music and dance

Each show also focuses on the development of social and emotional skills and models cooperation
between friends.
The format is innovative and contemporary in its ability to knit together and reinforce a single theme through the use of
various segments – live action clubhouse segments, animation shorts, music videos and interviews with children – all
creatively expanding on the theme. Interactive studio concerts featuring real-life fans and Wag & Wiggle dance segments
promote movement and physical fitness – adding another dimension and heightening the entertainment value.
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Play at Palladium with Raggs!

Color - Raster
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Grayscale - RASTER

no raggs vector 1

no raggs vector 2

no raggs vector 3

Logos

color - vector

BW Vector

Pirate Show - Raster
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Lobby Signage

FRONT

BACK

LOBBY RECEPTION CARD
LOBBY BANNER
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Resort Signage

Use these character silhouette signs
as photo-ops. We recommend 72”
tall, however character silhouettes
can be up to 84” tall.

silhouette bmax

silhouette pido

silhouette raggs

silhouettesrazzles

silhouette trilby
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Resort Signage
Character Face Outs are
60” x 36”.
Images should be printed on
haevy vinyl for outdoor use.
Please note: An 8-10” step will be
needed behind sign for child to
stand on.

face out bmax
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face out pido

face out raggs

face out razzles

face out trilby

Guest Room

GUEST ROOM TV CHANNEL SIGN
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Mini and Baby Club Art

This artwork has been tailored to fit the Riviera
Maya Mini Club. Please use this as a guide to
adapt your Mini Club facility to incorporate the
Play at Palladium with Raggs theme and artwork.
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Mini and Baby Club Art

Outdoor Activity Area Example

Window Cling Example
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Restaurant and Buffet
BACK | FRONT

INSIDE

Restaurant KIDS MENU

BUFFET SIGN - PIDO
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BUFFET SIGN - RAGGS

BUFFET SIGN - TRILBY

Retail / Logo Shop

Window Cling Example

RETAIL shop banner
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Upgrade Event Signage
GOOD MORNING!
BUENOS DÍAS
BONJOUR!
GUTEN TAG!

ДОБРЫЙ ДЕНЬ

©2013 Palladium Hotel & Resorts and Blue Socks Media LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Breakfast ACTIVITY PLACEMAT

NAMETAG 1

Breakfast RESERVED Banner

NAMETAG 2

NAMETAG 3
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Upgrade Event Signage

Pido’s Surf Party RESERVED Banner

Pido’s Surf Party Banner

NAMETAG 4
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The Characters
3D Animated Artwork
Using character images is the best way to communicate the Raggs brand identity. All print materials will use the 3D artwork unless approve and/or directed by Blue Socks Media LLC. If you need
poses or combinations of characters not provided in this style guide, you need to submit an art
request with your sketch and a brief description to our licensing department and upon approval,
we will provide the art you have requested. Please take steps to ensure that new character combinations are appropriate before submission.
Here are some basic guidelines for using character art:
• The use of four-color 3-D art of the characters is preferred for all printed materials .
• Images should not be enlarged more than 300%.
• When using provided art, do not alter it in any way.
• Exceptions will need to be approved by Blue Socks Media LLC.

When printing this Style Guide on a color copier, please
be aware that copiers vary and individual colors cannot be
controlled. Your printed Style Guide may not accurately represent the true colors. This seems to be especially true for the
Raggs character, which tends to appear purple rather than
dark blue. Refer to PMS color charts for accurate color. If
additional assistance is needed for color correction, please
contact Blue Socks Media.
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The Characters
LlVE Action
All ‘LIVE’ materials will use the Live Action artwork unless approve and/or directed by Blue Socks Media LLC. If you need special images and/or combinations of characters not provided in this style guide,
you need to submit an art request with your sketch and a brief description to our licensing department
and upon approval, we will provide the art you have requested. Please take steps to ensure that new
character combinations are appropriate before submission. You will need to compensate Blue Socks
Media LLC for the images your request.
Here are some basic guidelines for using character art:
• The use of four-color LIVE art of the characters is preferred for all LIVE materials.
• Images should not be enlarged more than 300%.
• When using provided art, do not alter it in any way.
• Exceptions will need to be approved by Blue Socks Media LLC.
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The Characters 3D

Raggs®
“Let’s Play!”
Raggs is the puppy of the pack and the leader
of the band. A guitar twanging, lead singing, bundle
of canine energy who really loves to rock ‘n’ roll.
In human years he’s about 5, and the embodiment of the true puppy
spirit. He’s curious, enthusiastic, eternally optimistic, always ready to
throw himself 100% into whatever new game, challenge or adventure.
Like all puppies, Raggs loves to play. He’s not afraid of helping out
around the clubhouse too but he can be easily distracted from his work
if there is something more fun to do. Raggs is an enthusiastic tail chaser,
a passionate flea scratcher and a compulsive sniffer. Any hint of a new
scent will have his nose working overtime around the clubhouse trying
to track down that smell.
Raggs is spontaneous and easily excited. He tends to leap before he
looks and rarely, if ever, thinks things through. But despite this, Raggs is
a great friend to everyone. He is affectionate, considerate and always
goes out of his way to be as helpful as he can.

Turnarounds
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The Characters 3D

RAGGS_3D01

RAGGS_3D02

RAGGS_3D03

RAGGS_3D04

RAGGS_3D05

RAGGS_3D06

RAGGS_3D07

RAGGS_3D08

RAGGS_3D09

RAGGS SUNGLASSES.SHOPPING

RAGGS_SURFER_COLOR

Raggs Palladium Raggs Buffet Sign
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The Characters 3D

Trilby®

“Shake your tail”
Trilby is the super sporty fashionista of the band.
She loves her music, fashion and sports all in
equal measures.
Trilby is smart, confident, stylish and has a matching
accessory for every occasion. There’s nothing Trilby
won’t attempt and no challenge she won’t face
head on. She proves you can be girly, fashion
conscious and a soccer star all at the same time.
But it’s on the sports field that she really excels. She is
the kind of girl who is worried about chipping a nail one
minute, then goes out and trounces all comers on the soccer
field the next.
Like any sporty kid, Trilby needs an outlet for her often boundless
energy and if she gets cooped up inside for too long, something
usually ends up bumped or broken by a bouncing ball. But when
the sun is shining there’s nothing Trilby likes more than running
around in the fresh air, keeping fit and staying healthy.
Trilby is a great enthusiast for life and it rubs off on her friends.
In the unlikely event that any of them would ever feel a bit
down they can be sure that Trilby will be there by their side,
encouraging them to get out and get active and start feeling good
about themselves again.

Turnarounds
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The Characters 3D

TRILBY_3D01

TRILBY_3D04

TRILBY_3D02

TRILBY_3D05

TRILBY_3D03

Raggs Palladium Standee Trilby
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The Characters 3D

Pido®

“Stand back,
brain attack!”
Pido is the favorite laid back surfer dude who is totally
happy to take life as it comes.
Pido is the same age as Razzles, Trilby and B. Max and his
favorite pastimes are surfing and cooking. He likes nothing better
than to chill out at the beach, then come home and create an out of
this world snack. He loves food as long as it’s healthy, and can whip up
one of his Pido pizza specials in no time at all.
Pido can seem to be a bit vague and forgetful sometimes, and doesn’t
always immediately grasp the finer points of any intellectual discussion. But
when his brain does kick into gear – stand back, brain attack! – the lateral
ideas start flowing thick and fast.
Pido is especially useful when dealing with problems because he tends to
approach a solution from an unexpected direction. That’s not to say that his
suggested solutions are always successful, but they are always distinctively
Pido and that’s one of the reasons why his friends all love him.
Pido loves nature and the great outdoors. He’s gentle, generous and will
do anything for a friend. He is passionate about his seashell collection and
loves playing the drums in the band.

Turnarounds
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The Characters 3D

PIDO_3D01

PIDO_3D04

PIDO_3D02

PIDO_3D03

PIDO_3D05

PALLADIUM BUFFET SIGN - PIDO
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The Characters 3D

B. Max®

“l can feel an
invention coming on!”
B. Max might be in a wheelchair but he is definitely an alpha
dog. There’s no problem too big for B. Max to overcome, no
puzzle too tricky to solve and nothing that’s broken that can’t
be fixed, rebuilt or repaired.
B. Max is a passionate inventor, problem solver and loves
creating wild looking inventions in his Inventing Room. Though
we never see inside his workshop, the flashing lights above
the door always herald him emerging with some new
gadget or creation. His inventions aren’t always high
tech but they all have very distinctive names the Oppos-ator 9000 tells you the opposite of
something. The Relaxifier 500 will help you sleep.
And the Lookeelikee 4000 (which is really just a
mirror) will show you what you look like.
B. Max is an enthusiastic participant in everything the dogs do. He’s a driving creative
force in the band [but what else would you
expect from a dog who’s been classically
trained in music?] and plays saxophone, trumpet
and guitar but is usually found thumping it out behind
the keyboard. And if he’s not inventing or playing music,
B. Max just loves getting out on the basketball court or
dreaming about becoming a downhill speed skier.
List of inventions are available upon request.

Turnarounds
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The Characters 3D

BMAX_3D01

BMAX_3D02

BMAX_3D03

BMAX_3D04

BMAX_3D05

BMAX_3D06
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The Characters 3D

Razzles®

“l know!
Club Meeting!”
Razzles is the go-growl-grrrl, the most logical, ordered and
organized of the dogs. Her lists of things to do around the
clubhouse still leave plenty of time for her love of music and
dancing, too.
Razzles has some strong opinions about how things ought
to be done and loves making lists. Lists of jobs to be done,
lists of games to be played, lists of things that need to be put
on her list. She likes order, organization and preparation and
gets a bit nervous if things are just the slightest bit out of control
– and with dogs like these, that’s pretty much all the time.
Like her friends though, when the music plays, Razzles cuts loose.
Razzles really dazzles with the maracas, the tambourine or even
helping Pido on the drums! Plus, she sings, dances and plays the
cheerleader, too. No musical mountain is too high for this
switched-on, young canine to climb.
While it’s true that Razzles can be a bit bossy at times, she is
always thoughtful and caring and brings a useful sense of order
and pragmatism to most problems.

Turnarounds
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The Characters 3D

RAZZLS_3D01

RAZZLS_3D02

RAZZLS_3D03

RAZZLS_3D04

RAZZLS_3D05

RAZZLS_3D06
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Character Groups 3D
Groups
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GRP_3D01

GRP_3D02

GRP_3D03

GRP_3D04

GRP_3D14

GRP_3D12

GRP_3D13

preferred image

preferred image

preferred image

Character Groups 3D

GRP_3D10
GRP_3D11

preferred image

preferred image

GRP_3D05

GRP_3D07

GRP_3D06

GRP_3D08

GRP_3D09
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The Characters 3D
Scenes

SCEN_3D01

SCEN_3D02

SCEN_3D03

SCEN_3D05
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SCEN_3D04

GRP_3D01

SCEN_3D06

The Characters 3D

Scenes

SCEN_3D07

SCEN_3D08

SCEN_3D09

SCEN_3D10

SCEN_3D11

SCEN_3D12

SCEN_3D13

SCEN_3D14

SCEN_3D15

SCEN_3D16
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The Characters LlVE

!
y
a
l
P
Let’s
RAGGS_02
RAGGS_01

Raggs®
RAGGS_03
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RAGGS_04

The Characters LlVE

RAGGS_07

RAGGS_09
RAGGS_05

RAGGS_06
RAGGS_08
RAGGS_10
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The Characters LlVE

TRILBY_03
TRILBY_02
TRILBY_01

TRILBY_04
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Trilby®

TRILBY_05

The Characters LlVE

PIDO_01

PIDO_02

PIDO_05

PIDO_04

Pido®
PIDO_03
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The Characters LlVE

BMAX_01

BMAX_05
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BMAX_02

B. Max®

BMAX_04

BMAX_03

The Characters LlVE

RAZZLS_01

RAZZLS_03

RAZZLS_02
RAZZLS_04

Razzles®

RAZZLS_05
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The Characters LlVE
Groups

GRP_L01

GRP_L02

GRP_L06
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The Characters LlVE

GRP_L04

PREFERRED LIVE GROUP IMAGE

GRP_L03

PREFERRED LIVE GROUP IMAGE

GRP_L05
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Line Art

Raggs
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RAGGS_V01

RAGGS_V02

RAGGS_V03

RAGGS_V04

RAGGS_V05

RAGGS_V06

RAGGS_V07

RAGGS_V08

RAGGS_V09

Line Art

RAGGS_V010

RAGGS_V011

RAGGS_V013

RAGGS_V014

RAGGS_V012
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Line Art

Trilby
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TRILBY_V01

TRILBY_V02

TRILBY_V04

TRILBY_V05

TRILBY_V03

TRILBY_V06

Line Art

Pido

PIDO_V01

PIDO_V02

PIDO_V03

PIDO_V04

PIDO_V05

PIDO_V06

PIDO_V07
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Line Art

B. Max
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BMAX_V01

BMAX_V02

BMAX_V03

BMAX_V04

BMAX_V05

BMAX_V06

BMAX_V07

BMAX_V08

Line Art

Razzles

RAZZLS_V01

RAZZLS_V02

RAZZLS_V03

RAZZLS_V04

RAZZLS_V05

RAZZLS_V06

RAZZLS_V07
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Line Art

Scenes

SCEN_V01

SCEN_V02

SCEN_V03

SCEN_V04

SCEN_V05
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Line Art

Group

GRP_V01

GRP_V02

GRP_V03

GRP_V04
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Line Art

Misc.
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MISC_V01

MISC_V02

MISC_V03

MISC_V04

MISC_V05

MISC_V06

MISC_V07

MISC_V08

MISC_V09

MISC_V10

MISC_V11

MISC_V12

Line Art

lnstruments

INST_V01

INST_V02

INST_V03

INST_V04

INST_V05

INST_V06

Animals

ANIM_V01

ANIM_V02

ANIM_V03
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Website
Raggs.com is a full-service online destination that educates, entertains
and informs both kids and parents. Raggs.com streams a daily TV episode in both English and Spanish, includes monthly themes, activities,
arts & crafts, recipes and games.
We have included a Play at Palladium with Raggs button on the raggs.
com home page which links directly to palladiumhotelgroup.com.
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RWebCOM_logo1

Music
The Raggs Band has recorded over 200 songs, most of which are original and are featured in the Raggs TV
series. However, below is a breakdown of the types of Raggs songs available for licensees to use. All songs are
available on disc, MP3 or .wav files. All TV series songs are available in both English and Spanish.
All Raggs TV series songs are original and owned by Blue Socks Media. However, note that some cover songs not
featured in the TV series, such as “Who Let the Dogs Out” or “Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree” may require a
release and royalty.

SONG TYPE IN TV SERIES

AMT

LENGTH

DETAILS

1. TV Theme Song
(aka “Diddy Do Wah Day”)

1

Several versions
2:00, 1:00, :30

Perfect to introduce characters

2. Wag & Wiggle

1

1:00

Get up and move segment that appears midway in
every episode. Each character gets to teach his/her
own “Wag & Wiggle” dance.

3. Concert Songs

40

2:30

These are the BIG production songs with the band in
front of a live audience.

4. Music Video Songs

150

1:30

These are the preschool and socially themed songs
that are featured in videos with real kids. Subjects
include numbers, arts, feelings, seasons, sports,
science, etc.

SONG TYPE NOT IN TV SERIES

AMT

Length

Details

Holiday Songs

15

Varies 1:50-3:00

Includes original songs such as “Santa Paws,” classics such as “Jingle Bells” and cover songs such as
“Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree.”

U.S. Patriotic and Folk Songs

15

Varies 1:30-3:00

Includes original songs such as “Freedom Rocks,”
public domain classics such as “The 50 States that
Rhyme” and cover songs such as “This Land is Your
Land.”

Cover Songs

Several

Varies 1:30-3:00

Includes hit songs such as “Who Let the Dogs Out.”
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Raggs LLC
Music Library by Category

Music

Created 9/16/09

Peters, Story
Music LibrarySteedman,
by Category;
Available in English or Spanish

Boys
Invention
Stand Back, Brain Attack
Dinosaurus (Emmy Winner)
Have a Ball
Star Baby
I Want to Build
Machinery
Outer Space ("Soft Techno")
Wheels
What Would You Like to Build Today
Mechano Kid ("Techno")

Girls
You and Me
It's a Happening
Have a Ball
Star Baby
I Love My Clothes ("60's Girl Band")
Go, Go, Go ("Girl Band, Cheerleader")
Slumber Party
Imaginary Shopping Spree
Friends Forever
It Must Have Been a Dream

Friendship
You and Me
A Little Bit of Love
Sing
It's a Happening
Stand Back, Brain Attack
Blue Skies, Daydreaming
Looking Out My Window
Magic Carpet
All The Colors in the World
Tutti Fruity Baby
One Size Fits All
Everybody is Special
Friends
Let's Work Together
Share, Share, Share
Happy Daze
Lend a Hand
Friends Forever
Better Together
My Friend

Playtime & Imagination
Let's Play
Fun Day in the Sun Day ("Surfer")
Have a Ball
Let's Pretend ("Disco")
Blue Skies, Daydreaming
Imagine
Looking Out My Window
Magic Carpet
Star Baby
Play
Beat of Neat
Mix It Up
Ship of Dreams
When I Grow Up
I Love My Clothes ("60's Girl Band")
Classical Zoom (Chopin) *
Play It Safe
One Place to Another
Something From Nothing
I Want to Build
My Favorite Park
Holiday
Let's Work Together
I'm a Superhero
The Name of the Game
Imaginary Shopping Spree
Make It Maniac
It's Magic
In My Imagination
It Must Have Been a Dream

Family
A Little Bit of Love
Star Baby
Fama Fama Family ("Urban")
You're My Family
Babies
Rock-a-Bye * (new lyrics & mix)

Animals & Pet
Jungle Zoo ("Disneyesque")
The Flea Song
Crazy Critter Party
Bow Wow Boogie ("Urban")
Yo Yo Hey ("Surfer")
Barn Yard Bop ("Elvis like")
Santa Paws (Holiday)
Rockin' Robin *
Pet
I Love My Farm
Like An Animal
The Perfect Pet for Me
Bought Me a Cat *
My Friend
Who Let the Dogs Out ** (clean lyrics)

Green, Environment & Gardening
Fun Day in the Sun Day ("Surfer")
I Wanna Be a Tree
Pitter Patter
Bit By Bit
Goodies in the Garden
Forest Magic
Water
My Favorite Park
The Sunshine Way
I Love My Farm
Here We Grow Again
I Grow a Garden
Water Makes It Flow ("Bluegrass")
Nature's Plan

Education & Literacy
Invention
Sh-Sh-Shapes
Stand Back, Brain Attack
Dinosaurus (Emmy Winner)
Imagine
Jungle Zoo ("Disneyesque")
Faces
I Wanna Be a Tree
Opposites
Direction
I'm a Book Lover ("50's style")
Nature
The Shape I'm In
Color Rama Rainbow
It's all About Size
Tools of the Trade
Change
Four Seasons
The Safe Combination
We're Opposites
The Library
Senses
Sounds

Numbers, Colors & Shapes
All The Colors in The World
Sh-Sh-Shapes
Color Colors Everything
The Shape I'm In
Color Rama Rainbow
Numbers are Easy
Wheels
That's the Point
Day & Night
My Day
Ship of Dreams
Sun, Moon and Stars
In Dreams
Time
Slumber Party
Daytime, Nighttime
Seasonal
Sunshine Kind of Day
Fun Day in the Sun Day ("Surfer")
Blue Skies, Daydreaming
Hot Has Gotcha ("Latin Beat")
Winterplay
I Wanna Be a Tree
Chillin' Out ("Beatles Style")
Pitter Patter
My Name is Summer
On the Beach ("Island Sound")
Hot is Cool
The Sunshine Way
Whether the Weather
Four Seasons

Science
Invention
Stand Back, Brain Attack
Dinosaurus (Emmy Winner)
Star Baby
Jungle Zoo ("Disneyesque")
Tickle My Funny Bone
I Wanna Be a Tree
Sun, Moon and Stars
Machinery
Outer Space ("Soft Techno")
Sound Off
Whether the Weather
Make It Maniac
Everything Comes From Somewhere
Water Makes It Flow ("Bluegrass")
Mechano Kid ("Techno")
The Idea Polka
Solar System Shuffle ("Boogie Woogie")
The Big Kids on the Block
Fitness, Movement & Sports
Move Your Body
Wag & Wiggle
Dance
Pawsuuup!
Have a Ball
It's Your Move
Classical Zoom (Chopin) *
Go, Go, Go ("Girl Band, Cheerleader")
The Shape I'm In
The Body Beat
Put a Move On
Mechano Kid ("Techno")
Sports
Food, Nutrition & Health
I'm in the Mood for Food
Sniffalicious Smelling Spree ("Bare Naked Ladies Style")
Flavorlicious Tasting Spree ("Bare Naked Ladies Style")

Keeping Clean
Food to Go
When We Make a Pizza

Celebration
Sing
Sunshine Kind of Day
It's a Happening
Let's Pretend ("Disco")
Rockin' The Beat
Bow Wow Boogie ("Urban")
Born To Dance ("Techno/Disco")
Yo Yo Hey ("Surfer")
Dance
Rockin' Robin *
Tutti Fruity Baby
Crazy Critter Party
Happy Party People
Celebration
Who Let the Dogs Out ** (clean lyrics)

City & World
The City Song
My World, Your World

All songs are original except were noted by single asterisk * or double **
* Public Domain
** Cover tune
Concert Songs = 2:30 minutes
Songlets = 1:30 minutes

Raggs LLC, 9/2009
Music Library by Category
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Not currently used in Raggs TV Series

3/21/10

1

Music
Dance
What's the Dealio ("Reggae Beat")
Born To Dance ("Techno/Disco")
Wag & Wiggle
It's a Happening
Rockin' The Beat
Let's Pretend ("Disco")
Barn Yard Bop ("Elvis like")
Dance
Move Your Body
Pawsuuup!
Bow Wow Boogie ("Urban")
Rockin' Robin *
Crazy Critter Party
It's Your Move
Put a Move On
Wind Me Up

Novelty
The Flea Song
Stand Back, Brain Attack
What's the Dealio ("Reggae Beat")
The Polite Pirate ("Theatrical')
Jungle Zoo ("Disneyesque")
You and Me
Oofa Woofa Loofa
Dinosaurus (Emmy Winner)
Barn Yard Bop ("Elvis like")
Santa Paws
Let's Play
Tickle My Funny Bone
R-A-G-G-S (available in Spanish)
I've Got a Habit
Classical Zoom ("Chopin") *

Positive Messages & Self-Esteem
Sing
Everybody Is Special
Clap Your Hands
Try Something New
When I Grow Up
I've Got a Habit
In Dreams
Keeping Clean
Who Am I?
First Time for Everything
I Can Do It
It's My Job

Religious & Inspirational
Blue Skies, Daydreaming
Sing
All the Colors in the World
Sun, Moon and Stars
Flying
In Dreams
I am Music
Nature's Plan
In a Song

Music
Rockin' The Beat
Sing
Sound Off
I am Music
In a Song
Who Let the Dogs Out ** (clean lyrics)

Happiness
Sunshine Kind of Day
Sing
You and Me
Fun Day in the Sun Day ("Surfer")
It's a Happening
What's the Dealio ("Reggae Beat")
Tutti Fruity Baby
Classical Zoom (Chopin) *
Feeling Happy
Happy Party People
I Love Love
Happy Daze

Manners
The Polite Pirate ("Theatrical')
Everyday ("Frere Jacques, Alouette")
Sharing
Beat of Neat
Play It Safe
Let's Work Together
Share, Share, Share
Lend a Hand
Good Manners Matter

Senses & Body
Tickle My Funny Bone
One Size Fits All
Faces

Patriotic
Freedom Rocks (original plus PD chorus)
Tribal Wind (American Indian Tribute)
All American Band
The 50 States That Rhyme *
Military Medley *
You’re a Grand Old Flag *
Take Me Out to the Ball Game *
America the Beautiful *
The Battle of New Orleans **
Yankee Doodle Dandy * (altered lyrics)
When the Dogs Go Marching In *

Christmas
Santa Paws
I’d Rather Be an Elf
Lots a Good Bones
Deck the Halls *
Jingle Bells *
Jolly Old Saint Nicholas *
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers *
Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree **
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer **
Santa Claus is Coming To Town **
Silent Night *
The Twelve Days of Christmas *
Up On the Housetop *
We Wish You a Merry Christmas *
I Saw Three Ships *
Joy to the World *
Feliz Navidad **
Frosty the Snowman **

Birthday
Star Baby
Happy Birthday (Original)
Happy Party People
Crazy Critter Party
Born To Dance ("Techno/Disco")

Love & Valentine's Day
A Little Bit of Love
I Love Love
Love a Love Love
My Friend

Halloween
On Halloween
Imagine
Let's Pretend ("Disco")
The Polite Pirate ("Theatrical')
Star Baby

Get Well
What's the Dealio ("Reggae Beat")
A Little Bit of Love
Friends

Spanish Version
R-A-G-G-S

Spare Parts Box
Let's Communicate
Happy Holiday
Time Marches On
Everyday - slower alternate version

(altered lyrics)

The Star Spangled Banner *
This Land is Your Land **
Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy **
Yankee Doodle *
Oh Where Has My Little Dog Gone *
The Pledge of Allegiance *

Raggs Specific
R-A-G-G-S
TV Theme
Yo Yo Hey
What's the Dealio ("Reggae Beat")
Have a Ball

KEY
All songs are original except were noted by single asterisk * or double **
* Public Domain
** Cover tune
Concert Songs = 2:30 minutes
Songlets = 1:30 minutes

Raggs LLC, 9/2009
Music Library by Category

Diversity
You and Me
All The Colors in The World
Sh-Sh-Shapes
Faces
Everybody Is Special
Color Colors Everything
My World, Your World

Sniffalicious Smelling Spree ("Bare Naked Ladies")

Clap Your Hands
When I Grow Up
Bit By Bit
Keeping Clean
Senses
Sounds

Easter
Here Comes Peter Cottontail **

Not currently used in Raggs TV Series

3/21/10

2
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Live Shows & Tour
Do not use without permission

TOUR_DP01

TOUR_DP07

TOUR_DP02

TOUR_DP08

TOUR_HJ03

TOUR_HJ04
TOUR_DP05
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Live Shows & Tour

TOUR_DP04

TOUR_DP08

Raggs_Balloon_01
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Raggs Brand Logos
Raggs Character Brand & Logo Guidelines
Legal Guidelines
Raggs and all its elements including logos, characters and artwork are protected by law.
All usage of the Raggs logo, characters and artwork must be approved by Blue Socks Media LLC in writing.

Primary Logo
This logo should be used as the is the primary identifier on all items for domestic and international distribution.
Specifically marketing materials, DVD Product, License products, Marketing, Public Relations and website.
Logo should not be used smaller than 1-1/2” in width.

RPrim2_logo1

RPrim2_logo3
FLAT BLACK

RPrimWR2_logo1
Used mainly when no other
images of Raggs are used.

RPrim2_logo2
PANTONE/FLAT COLOR
Use this logo when flat color is required.

RPrim2_logo4
GRAYSCALE
Usage on 1-color applications

RPrimWR2_logo2
PANTONE/FLAT COLOR
Use this logo when flat color is required.

RPrim2_logo5
Alternate logo used by permission only!
Must be approved in writing by
Blue Socks Media LLC

RPrimWR2_logo2
GRAYSCALE
Usage on 1-color applications

Legal
Raggs (A)primary and (B)secondary logos with ® registered trademark must appear per the examples. When the elements are used
separately, the Raggs type face logo must have the ® and the Raggs character must have the ©.
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Raggs Brand Logos
Website Logo
This logo should be used as the an option when promotiing the Raggs’ website. Specifically marketing materials, DVD Product,
License products, Marketing, Public Relations and partner websites. Logo should not be used smaller than 1-1/2” in width.

RWebCOM_logo1
CMYK
Use as primary logo on all commercial related uses.

RWebCOM_logo2
PANTONE/FLAT COLOR
Used as primary logo on all commercial related uses.

RWebCOM_logo3
FLAT BLACK

RWebCOM_logo4
GRAYSCALE

Character Logos

CharacterLogo_Trilby

CharacterLogo_Raggs
CharacterLogo_Pido

CharacterLogo_Razzles

CharacterLogo_B.Max

Legal
Raggs (A)primary and (B)secondary logos with ® registered trademark must appear per the examples. When the elements are used
separately, the Raggs type face logo must have the ® and the Raggs character must have the ©.
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Fonts
These are original third-party fonts and should be purchased separately.

Headline Font
This font is on products
and in editorial headlines.

Coop Heavy

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV
WXYZ1234567890&!?

Body Text

Delta Jeagar

This font is primarily for body
copy, but may be used for subheads
within text blocks. It is also
used for an occasional headline.
Use it anywhere you need to talk
about anything in length.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
UVWXYZ1234567890&!?
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
UVWXYZ1234567890&!?
Futura

(if Delta is unavailable)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
UVWXYZ1234567890&!?
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Retail Tags

HangTag_Vertical1

HangTag_Vertical2

HangTag_Horizontal
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Colors

The swatches shown are reproduced in CMYK. See an official color guide of
the system of your choice for the exact representation of its color equivalent.

C 100 M 0 Y 0 K 0
Pantone Process Cyan
C 966 M 66 Y 0 K 10
Pantone 2945
C 100 M 95 Y 5 K 0
Pantone 2747

C 50 M 0 Y 100 K 0
Pantone 368
C 60 M 0 Y 100 K 0
Pantone 360
C 85 M 10 Y 100 K 10
Pantone 356

C 3 M 23 Y 91 K 1
Pantone 123
C 0 M 58 Y 96 K 0
Pantone 1495
C 0 M 90 Y 85 K 0
Pantone 179

C 0 M 0 Y 70 K 0
Pantone 101
C 3 M 3 Y 91 K 1
Pantone 107
C 0 M 35 Y 85 K 0
Pantone 143
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Any new color additions that are not part of the Raggs Color Palette must be
submitted to Raggs, LLC for approval and will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

Colors

C 20 M 50 Y 0 K 0
Pantone 7438

C 58 M 84 Y 00 K 00
Pantone 258

C 76 M 3 Y 17 K 1
Pantone 311

C 5 M 92 Y 100 K 1
Pantone 485

C 0 M 0 Y 100 K 0
Pantone Hexachrome C
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Colors
Character Colors
Animated Characters
Note: Animation colors vary slightly from live character colors. Use the colors on this page
as a reference. For CMYK breakdowns of specific areas…..contact Blue Socks Media.

RAZZLES
Body
PMS 368 green
(2nd choice 376C or 360C)
38 C / 0 M / 80 Y / 0 K
Tummy
293C blue
Feet
PMS 226C pinkberry
(2nd choice 109C)
Jacket (optional)
PMS 1885C orange
(2nd choice 1505C brighter orange)
Jacket trim- same as feet

RAGGS

TRILBY

Body
PMS 293C dark bright blue
(2nd choice 2935C)
92 C / 66 M / 0 Y / 0 K

Body
PMS 226C pinkberry
(2nd choices 213, 214C or 219C)
30 C / 80 M / 0 Y / 0 K

Hands/Feet/Tummy/Ears
PMS 1585C orange
(2nd choice 158C)
Hands/Feet
PMS 368C green
(2nd choice 376C)
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Tummy
PMS 116C butter yellow
(2nd choice 109C)
Feet
Raggs PMS 293C blue

Colors
There is some natural variation in the characters’ colors
because of animation/live action and also shadows. Colors
selection can often go a shade in either direction. For printing, there is also some variation because colors such as
Raggs’ dark blue can gain purple or look too inky.
For products using fabrics such as plush, the color can take
on a different shade by the way it’s cut or the light. The over-

all look might be warmer or cooler depending on the ink or
dye formulas. This decision can be subjective.
Please use these PMS colors as a foundation and make decisions based on how they look in combination, the desired
overall group look and if they are pleasing to the eye.
Ideally, always aim to achieve a vibrant pallet of complimentary color.

PIDO
Body
PMS 116C butter yellow
(2nd choice 109C)
3 C / 13 M / 91 Y / 1 K
Tummy/Hands
158C warm orange
(2nd choice PMS 1585C brighter orange)
Jacket (optional)
Raggs PMS 293C blue
(2nd choice PMS 285C or other colorful print
combination)

B. MAX
Body
PMS 1585 orange
(2nd choice 158C)
2 C / 56 M / 93 Y / 0 K
Hands/Feet
PMS 368 green
(2nd choice 375C or 360C)
Jacket (optional)
PMS 2665C violet
(2nd choice 2602C or or other combo)
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Legal Requirements
For clarification, Raggs LLC was the original operating company and Southern Star International owned the international rights. From time
to time you will see those names listed on TV slates or old documents. However, in 2011, Blue Socks Media LLC consolidated all worldwide
rights from both parties under one company. Therefore, Blue Socks Media LLC now wholly owns 100% of the Raggs assets and brand.

Copyrights
Copyright notices must appear on all licensed merchandise, packaging, advertising and promotional materials. The year in the copyright
should be the first year in which the design was created.
The standard legal line for all Raggs & Palladium created print material and video should be as follows.
©(YEAR) Palladium Hotel & Resorts and Blue Socks Media LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Example: ©2013 Palladium Hotel & Resorts and Blue Socks Media LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Print - the legal line can be a very small font size and placed at the bottom or along the sides on materials.
Signage - No legal line is necessary
Video - the legal line should appear on the end tag for 3 to 5 seconds.
Trademarks
Raggs, the Paw Logo, and other characters and logos (each a “Trademark” and collectively the “Trademarks”) are trademarks and have
been registered in numerous territories around the world, in multiple classes including TV shows, toys, books, videos, apparel and others.
However, as the particular classes and territories for each Trademark vary, please contact Blue Socks Media LLC for a chart of current
worldwide Trademarks and more information. For immediate reference, please note the following general guidelines:
Make the Trademark conspicuous each time it is used. This may be done by prominent placement or sizing of the Trademark, setting it
apart from other text, or by using:
ALL CAPS:		
Initial Caps:		
Italics:			
Bolded Type:		

RAGGS
Raggs
Raggs
Raggs

Always use the appropriate trademark symbol in connection with Trademarks each time they are reproduced. The ® is used in conjunction with federally registered Trademarks and is used in connection with goods or services covered by the federal registration. For Trademarks that are not federally registered, use a superscript “TM” when the Trademark refers to a product, or “SM” when the Trademark
refers to services. See Figure 1-4 for examples. Please contact Blue Socks Media LLC for clarification as to whether to use ®, TM or SM
after the Trademarks.

Figure 1
PRIMARY LOGOS

Figure 3		

Raggs®

Figure 4		

Trilby®, Pido®, B. Max®, Razzles®, Dumpster®

Figure 2
INACTIVE TV LOGO

General rule is for the name to have a ® when it appears in headline size font. If it appears there, it is not necessary to repeat the ® each
time the character’s name is written.
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Legal Requirements
Never portray any of the Trademarks in a negative light, and never deride them, make puns of them, or distort their meaning in
any manner.
Do not use any trademark that is confusingly similar to any of the Trademarks.
Do not modify any Trademarks.
Never combine any Trademark with any other words, trade dress, stylization or design, unless specifically allowed by your license
agreement with Blue Socks Media LLC. Do not present the Trademarks in stylizations unless specifically licensed to do so. Do not add or
subtract hyphens or other punctuation and do not abbreviate, misspell, or create any acronym for any of the Trademarks.
Use only those Trademarks that your company is specifically licensed to use.
Use Trademarks only on the specific products and only in connection with the specific services for which they are licensed, and only for
marketing and promotional activities specifically covered by your license agreement with Blue Socks Media LLC.
Never use a Trademark as an element of your corporate name, any corporate identifier, or any Internet domain name.
When using any Trademark, you must comply with any generally type/font treatment guidelines provided by Blue Socks Media LLC.
Corporate identification
The Raggs brand name and related logos should always be the priority and the largest name/logo on any package unless Blue Socks
Media LLC has granted an exception in writing.
Blue Socks Media LLC does not require that a Blue Socks Media LLC corporate logo be added to packaging. Mandatory copyright and
trademark information as mentioned earlier in this document is sufficient.
Partner logos can be added in a secondary position and in equal size on all materials, subject to Blue Socks Media LLC’s prior
written approval.
Packaging
The Raggs logo and graphics must always be the most visible icon and primary identifying element in all packaging. There must be “no
contest” between the Raggs logo and other brand logos or product identification unless certain circumstances warrant and permission has
been granted in writing by Blue Socks Media LLC for this exception.
Packaging guidelines and graphics have been included in this Style Guide. While consistency and brand identity are critical, Blue Socks
Media LLC does allow licensees flexibility for creative interpretation to meet each licensees unique and special needs. Ideas and concepts
should be discussed with Blue Socks Media LLC prior to significant investment in time and design.
Please include the following elements in all packaging:
1) Raggs brand name and logos on all panels and products.
2) The appropriate Raggs-related copyright and trademark information.
CONTACT for APPROVALS or QUESTIONS:
Blue Socks Media LLC
1618 Camden Road
Charlotte, NC 28203
U.S.A.
Email: Raggs.mktg@Raggs.com
Phone: 704-372-7400
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Educational Goals
Educational Goals prepared by Shalom Fisch, Ph.D.

Educational Objective

Raggs has three primary educational goals, which are aligned with the National Association for the
Education of Young Children’s Guidelines for Pre-Kindergarten Learning and Teaching:
1. To nurture three- to six-year-olds’ sense of self and others, and to foster a strong motivation to learn and achieve.
2. To introduce children to elements of academic learning that span the preschool curriculum.
3. To use the power of music and humor to stimulate children to become actively involved in learning.
Each of these goals is divided into a variety of subgoals as seen in the Full Statement of Educational Goals.

Educational Approach

Several key features characterize the way these goals are implemented in Raggs:
• In Raggs, the characters don’t just learn information that’s taught by others. Instead, they work as a team to discover new
concepts, try things out... and have a great time along the way!
• The lessons in each episode are conveyed in multiple ways: via stories, songs, animation, and live-action footage of real
kids and families. By presenting the same concepts in multiple segments, each episode of Raggs provides powerful reinforcement to help drive its lessons home for preschool children. At the same time, by embedding the material in a variety
of formats and approaches, Raggs can tailor its educational content to a broad audience of children with a wide range of
learning styles.
• At several points in every episode, Dumpster the Cat discusses the episode’s educational content with real • children.
These conversations not only reinforce the content presented elsewhere in the program (as noted above), but expand upon
it by making connections to real life – thus providing a model for viewers to think about how the lessons might apply to
their own lives too.
• Simultaneously -- and perhaps even more than Raggs’ other recurring segments – Dumpster’s conversations grasp the opportunity to get kids thinking about process (e.g., how to build a building or help around the house) and to introduce new
vocabulary. When Dumpster asks on-screen children to explain unfamiliar words, he’s helping to build viewers’ vocabularies. And, as research has shown, a rich vocabulary is a significant predictor of subsequent reading comprehension (e.g.,
National Reading Panel).
• Of course, that’s not to say that thinking and talking are the only things that viewers of Raggs are encouraged to do. Every
episode includes a Wag and Wiggle segment and an assortment of catchy, upbeat songs that are designed to engage
viewers’ bodies as well as their minds, and get kids moving and dancing while they watch. In all of these ways, Raggs
draws upon the very best of educational practice. Beyond the appeal evident in the vast success that the Raggs television
series has already achieved in Australia, this approach contributes to a television series that not only delights, but also
benefits a broad audience of preschool children.
In all of these ways, Raggs draws upon the very best of educational practice. Beyond the appeal evident in the vast success
that the Raggs television series has already achieved in Australia, this approach contributes to a television series that not
only delights, but also benefits a broad audience of preschool children.
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Educational Goals
Full Statement of Educational Goals

1. To nurture three- to six-year-olds’ sense of self and others, and to foster a strong motivation to learn and achieve.
This includes:
A. Developing a sense of “who I am”
B. Understanding “what I can do” and what remains
to be learned
C. Taking pride in accomplishments
D. Pursuing challenges
E. Asking questions
F. Thinking creatively
G. Trying new things
H. Demonstrating confidence in own potential for learning and mastery
I. Coping with failures via persistence and/or trying alternate approaches
(rather than becoming frustrated or giving up)
J. Being patient and delaying gratification
K. Showing respect for self and others
L. Expressing emotions, feelings, and ideas appropriately
M. Working and playing collaboratively with others
2. To introduce children to elements of academic learning that span the preschool curriculum.
This includes:
A. Emergent Literacy
		
i. Enjoying oral and written stories
		
ii. Telling stories of the child’s own (both fiction and non-fiction)
		
iii. Playing with elements of phonemic awareness, such as letter sounds, rhyme, and rhythm
		
iv. Learning new words
		
v. Listening to others
		
vi. Developing conversation skills
		
vii. Appreciating connections between spoken and written language
		
viii. Understanding print conventions (e.g., hold book right side up, read left to right)
		
ix. Recognizing signs and symbols in the environment
		
x. Experimenting with writing and drawing
B. Mathematics
		
i. Comparing “more” and “less”
		
ii. Using number names and counting in meaningful ways
		
iii. Sorting objects into groups
		
iv. Creating, describing, and looking for patterns
		
v. Recognizing and describing common shapes
		
vi. Identifying objects that are big/small, long/short, heavy/light, etc.
		
vii. Using relational terms (e.g., behind/in front of/next to, big/little, fast/slow)
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Educational Goals
C. Science and Discovery
		
i. Identifying questions/concepts to be explored
		
ii. Observing objects and phenomena closely (using the appropriate senses)
		
iii. Describing observations in detail (e.g., size, speed, color, texture, smell, etc.)
		
iv. Looking for similarities and differences
		
v. Finding connections among objects or events (e.g., “if-then,” rain and umbrellas)
		
vi. Trying things out to test ideas
		
vii. Making guesses about how or why things happen
		
viii. Exploring age-appropriate concepts – examples include:
			
a. Changes in state, such as liquid/solid (e.g., water/ice)
			
b. What floats or sinks?
			
c. Light and shadow
			
d. “What’s Alive?” (i.e., living things grow, breathe, and eat/drink)
			
e. Characteristics of plants and animals
			
f. Life cycle (e.g., seed to plant, baby to adult)
			
g. Local landforms (e.g., hills, ponds, rivers)
			
h. Objects in the sky (e.g., sun, clouds, moon, stars)
			i. Weather
			
j. Technology: How things work
			
k. Building with blocks and other materials
		
ix. Communicating ideas clearly to others
D. Social Studies
		
i. Developing sense of time via daily routines
		
ii. Recognizing changes and similarities over time (e.g., current age vs. own baby photos, new friend or 		
		
sibling, parents were once children too)
		
iii. Describing own family, home, and neighborhood
		
iv. Exploring what adults do in various jobs
		
v. Taking on own responsibilities via household chores
		
vi. Listing ways to travel by land, water, and air
		
vii. Appreciating aspects of own and other cultures (e.g., characteristic food, music, stories, games)
		
viii. Understanding the need to take care of the planet via recycling, not littering, turning off lights
		
and water, etc.
E. Movement, Music, and Dance
		
i. Expressing selves via arts and movement
		
ii. Enjoying a variety of musical styles
		
iii. Making music by singing or playing instruments
		
iv. Identifying moods expressed in music
		
v. Exploring a variety of movements (e.g., running, climbing, jumping, hopping, balancing, swinging)
		
vi. Experimenting with rhythm (e.g., clapping, matching movements to music)
		
vii. Taking on roles in pretend play
		
viii. Practicing new skills
3. To use the power of music and humor to stimulate children to become actively involved in learning. This includes:
A. Encouraging children to connect series content to their own lives (e.g., by thinking about times when they en 		
countered similar concepts or issues themselves)
B. Providing opportunities for viewers to participate physically while watching
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Contact Information
Contact
Blue Socks Media LLC
1618 Camden Road
Charlotte, NC 28203
U.S.A.
Email: Raggs.mktg@Raggs.com
Phone: 704-372-7400
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